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THE INTRO
ULTI Coin is a new cryptocurrency (ERC-20 Token) that implements and manages in-game virtual currency.
Purpose of ULTI Coin is changing in-game currency into ULTI Tokens, which allows gamers to become users of
our coin, and change ULTI Tokens into fiat currency or any other in-game currency.
The first “Real money” in-game currency
We want to allow people to exchange their in-game currency (gold, diamonds, tokens etc.) for real money. Any
game that you play, already gives you a currency of its own.
This is first cryptocoin that will allow you to exchange it for fiat values ($, €, £…) or other in-game currency. That
means you will be able to exchange currency from one game, to currency from another.

ULTI & GAME INDUSTRY
ULTI is an open source platform made for gamers and game companies. There are billions of dollars trapped
in video-games. By using our coin we can finally unlock that “long forgotten treassure”. Everyone gets their
“piece of the cake”. Gamers will finally be able to access their well earned money.

ULTI IN-GAME APPLICATION
We are currently working on smart contract application that will allow you to use our coin in games.
Super easy to use, powered by blockchain, encrypted and safe!
Companies that we strive for:

Allocation
Only 225.000.000 ULTI coins are made , and no more will ever be
created. In presale there will be 18.000.000 tokens by 0.12 $ which
is half price of regular initial coin offering price. We are obligated
that if we do not make soft cap ( 2.160.000 $ ) , which is 8 percent
of the whole token sale , we return investors their share. Presale will
last for six months, and company keeps right to prolong sale time
up to eight months under the circumstances of unforeseen technical
issues.

Funding Allocation
50% - Development

28% - Marketing & Growth
10% - Security

5% - Infrastructure & Hosting
5% - Legal

2% - Unforseen costs

